
 

For 
W ONE – All hair excluding blond or Grey hair 

W TWO – Blond & Grey hair 
Eco Reduxer – Thicker Blond & Gray hair 
Nano Gel - All hair excluding blond or Grey hair 

Application instructions: 
 
Prior application of Nanoplasty: It is imperative to analyse the hair, the Professional will need to decide whether the hair is 
fit for the procedure as hair will need to endure heat. If the hair is unfit, try using our repair systems and attempt to 
restore hair’s health before proceeding. 
 
1. No clarifying shampoo or washing is required, unless the hair is dirty or has product in hair 
 
2. Mist the hair with water if the hair is extremely dry. Otherwise apply on dry hair.  
 
3. Apply Straightening System starting with one finger(horizontal) from the root to avoid direct contact with 
the scalp 
 
4. Leave the product to act for 1 hour, or the necessary time according to the density and the hair strands 
porosity. Technical analysis is recommended by a hairstylist. 
 
5. Rinse only the excess product from the hair, leaving 10% to 20% of the product on the hair  
 
6. With the aid of a hairdryer, dry the hair completely. 
 
7. Using the Heat Matrix table below, set your straightening iron from 180 °C to 240 °C depending on how 
curly, thick, or dense the hair strands are. Check the first hair strand for colour change, reduce the 
temperature if required. Iron each strand 5 to 20 times depending on the straightness you desire, whilst 
confirming that the strands are sealed. We recommend using our thermal protector to ensure extra 
protection during the heat procedure. 
 
8. To finalise the treatment correctly we recommend go back to the basin, wash the hair using the 
following products: Wone 3in1 Conditioner, after the rinse, apply W one Shampoo, and as last step, apply 
Marroco or Macadamia Mask, letting the mask sit for 5 minutes.  

Tips: 
 
1. For a high gloss finish: Completing step 7, Apply our Argan or Moringa Oil generously onto the hair after Ironing, then 
follow step 8. Once the hair is dry, apply our Glow Spray evenly around the hair, approx. 5 sprays will do. Then, take your 
shot and show it off!! 
 
2. Before and after shots: After completing tip 1, make sure you have your camera/phone mounted on a tripod and a light 
shining directly at the hair (not above the hair), then move, flick, wobble hair to get that sensational glossy look 
 
3. For a perfect result, we highly recommended using a titanium plate straightener which has consistent heat delivery to 
seal the cuticles correctly. Our recommendation is Lizze Extreme. 
 

Thick, stiff, coarse or afro hair 

Normal, curly hair, dark-coloured or natural hair  

blond hair or bleached hair 

Delicate, fine or damaged hair 


